STEP 1
EQUIPMENT
Many pubs and restaurants will already have all the cooking equipment
needed to get started with pizza takeaway or delivery.
The most commonly used ovens are below with example cooking times for
Chicago Town Takeaway pizza and Raw Dough Base, followed by pizza oven
considerations for those needing new equipment.

PIZZA OVEN CONSIDERATIONS
Need some new equipment to get pizza takeaway or delivery off the ground?
Pizza ovens offer consistent cooking for large quantities of products and are
quick to set up and simple to use.
Pizza ovens can range from around £150 to over £1000 depending on the size,
spec and power required but are a worthwhile investment. When reviewing the
range of pizza ovens available it’s worth considering:
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WHERE THE PIZZA OVEN WILL BE KEPT
Pizza ovens can be deceptively large so checking dimensions (including
the height) is essential to ensure the pizza oven fits in the kitchen and
can be reached by team members if stacked with other machines.

THE EXPECTED DEMAND
Choosing the right pizza oven will depend on output and capacity, so
estimate how many pizzas could be sold in an hour on a busy weekend
and the type of power and space inside the oven needed. Higher power
units will cook pizzas faster and will cost more to run, but are the best
option for restaurants with greater demand to handle busy times.

HOW IT WILL BE POWERED
Pizza ovens are designed for gas or electric power so can be
selected to match your standard kitchen set up. It may be that
the oven could be moved over time (for an outdoor event for
example) so the weight information should also be reviewed.

WHAT OTHER FEATURES ARE NEEDED
From glass doors and temperature displays to timers and more
aesthetically pleasing designs, the options are endless when it comes
to pizza ovens. Listing all the important features for your business
will ensure your chosen pizza oven meets all the requirements.
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CHICAGO TOWN STUFFED CRUST PEPPERONI (30cm/12") (8x645g)
MERRYCHEF
EIKON E2S & E4

STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

MERRYCHEF
E3 & E5

STEP 1

TEMP

275 c

275 c

275 c

TEMP c

225 c

TIME

1.40

1.20

0.10

TIME

1.00

3.00

3.00

FAN

20

30

90

FAN

NORM

NORM

NORM

POWER

40

40

0

MICRO

0

50

0

250 c

250 c

CIBO (LINCAT)

STEP 1

STEP 2

COMBINATION OVENS

STEP 1

Place product on

230c

250c

Combi Setting

180c - 190c

mesh disc

4.00m

2.30m

(MKN), (RATIONAL)

40%/50% Moisture

Conv + Bottom

Just Conv

(EKA)

Full Fan
10-12 mins

CONVECTION FAN OVENS

DECK PIZZA OVEN

Base Heat - 2.5

BLUESEAL E22 & E30

200-220c

Lincat PO49X & PO89X

Top Heat - 230c

Falcon Pro Lite LD64

12-15 mins

Lincat LDPO Lynx 400

13-15 mins

Buffalo 2.5kw 50/100ltr

turn as needed

Unox Anna XF023

Buffalo 2kw CP868
Sirman Stromboli Oven

STATIC AIR OVEN
(Lincat LCO)

200c
20-25 mins

Allergens: Wheat, Barley, Gluten, Milk

CHICAGO TOWN STUFFED CRUST LOADED CHEESE (30cm/12") (8x630g)
MERRYCHEF
EIKON E2S & E4

STEP 1

TEMP

275 c

TEMP

225 c

250 c

250 c

TIME

2.50

TIME

1.00

3.00

3.00

FAN

60%

FAN

NORM

NORM

NORM

POWER

50%

POWER

0

50

0

STEP 2

STEP 3

MERRYCHEF
E3 & E5

CIBO (LINCAT)

STEP 1

STEP 2

COMBINATION OVENS

STEP 1

Place product on

230c

250c

Combi Setting

180c - 190c

mesh disc

4.00m

2.30m

(MKN), (RATIONAL)

40%/50% Moisture

Conv + Bottom

Just Conv

(EKA)

Full Fan
10-12 mins

CONVECTION FAN OVENS

DECK PIZZA OVEN

BLUESEAL E22 & E30

200-220c

Lincat PO49X & PO89X

Base Heat - 2.5

Falcon Pro Lite LD64

12-15 mins

Lincat LDPO Lynx 400

Top Heat - 230c

Buffalo 2.5kw 50/100ltr

turn as needed

Buffalo 2kw CP868

13-15 mins

Unox Anna XF023

Sirman Stromboli Oven

STATIC AIR OVEN

200c

(Lincat LCO)

20-25 mins

Allergens: Wheat, Barley, Gluten, Milk

CHICAGO TOWN STUFFED CRUST MANHATTAN MEATY (30cm/12”) (8x655g)
MERRYCHEF
EIKON E2S & E4

STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

MERRYCHEF
E3 & E5

STEP 1

TEMP

275 c

275 c

275 c

TEMP c

225 c

TIME

1.40

1.20

0.10

TIME

1.00

3.00

3.00

FAN

20

30

90

FAN

NORM

NORM

NORM

POWER

40

40

0

MICRO

0

50

0

250 c

250 c

CIBO (LINCAT)

STEP 1

STEP 2

COMBINATION OVENS

STEP 1

Place product on

230c

250c

Combi Setting

180c - 190c

mesh disc

4.00m

2.30m

(MKN), (RATIONAL)

40%/50% Moisture

Conv + Bottom

Just Conv

(EKA)

Full Fan
10-12 mins

CONVECTION FAN OVENS

DECK PIZZA OVEN

Base Heat - 2.5

BLUESEAL E22 & E30

200-220c

Lincat PO49X & PO89X

Top Heat - 230c

Falcon Pro Lite LD64

12-15 mins

Lincat LDPO Lynx 400

13-15 mins

Buffalo 2.5kw 50/100ltr

turn as needed

Unox Anna XF023

Buffalo 2kw CP868
Sirman Stromboli Oven

STATIC AIR OVEN
(Lincat LCO)

200c
20-25 mins

Allergens: Wheat, Barley, Gluten, Milk

CHICAGO TOWN CLASSIC CRUST CHICKEN & BACON MELT (30cm/12”) (8x495g)
MERRYCHEF
EIKON E2S & E4

STEP 1

TEMP

275 c

TEMP

TIME

2.45

TIME

FAN

50%

FAN

POWER

35%

POWER

STEP 2

STEP 3

MERRYCHEF
E3 & E5

CIBO (LINCAT)

STEP 1

STEP 2

COMBINATION OVENS

STEP 1

Place product on

230c

230c

Combi Setting

180c - 190c

mesh disc

4.00m

2.00m

(MKN), (RATIONAL)

40%/50% Moisture

Conv + Bottom

Just Conv

(EKA)

Full Fan
10-12 mins

CONVECTION FAN OVENS

DECK PIZZA OVEN

BLUESEAL E22 & E30

200-220c

Lincat PO49X & PO89X

Base Heat - 2.5

Falcon Pro Lite LD64

12-15 mins

Lincat LDPO Lynx 400

Top Heat - 230c

Buffalo 2.5kw 50/100ltr

turn as needed

Buffalo 2kw CP868

13-15 mins

Unox Anna XF023

Sirman Stromboli Oven

STATIC AIR OVEN

200c

(Lincat LCO)

20-25 mins

Allergens: Wheat, Barley, Gluten, Milk

DR OETKER RISING DOUGH BASE (22cm/9”) (1x22)
MERRYCHEF
EIKON E2S & E4

STEP 1

MERRYCHEF
E3 & E5

STEP 1

TEMP

275 c

TEMP c

200 c

TIME

2.45

TIME

4.30 min

FAN

50%

FAN

NORM

POWER

35%

MICRO

50%

STEP 2

STEP 3

CIBO (LINCAT)

STEP 1

STEP 2

COMBINATION OVENS

STEP 1

Place product on

250c

260c

Combi Setting

180c - 190c

mesh disc

3.50m

1.20m

(MKN), (RATIONAL)

40%/50% Moisture

Conv + Bottom

Just Conv

(EKA)

Full Fan
9-12 mins

CONVECTION FAN OVENS

DECK PIZZA OVEN

Base Heat - 2.5

BLUESEAL E22 & E30

230c

Lincat PO49X & PO89X

Top Heat - 230c

Falcon Pro Lite LD64

9-12 mins

Lincat LDPO Lynx 400

12-14 mins

Buffalo 2.5kw 50/100ltr

Buffalo 2kw CP868

Unox Anna XF023

Sirman Stromboli Oven

STATIC AIR OVEN
(Lincat LCO)

230c
12-16 mins

Allergens: Wheat, Barley, Gluten
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STEP 2
DISPOSABLES
The right disposables are important not only to retain product quality
and integrity but also for the environment. With many more consumers
now choosing takeaways as part of their changing lifestyles, selecting
disposables that are kinder to the environment such as recycled or
compostable boxes is increasingly important for sustainability.

Disposables for pizza delivery are designed to:
3 Protect the food during transit
3 Keep it warm
3 Ensure the delivered quality of the product is as good as you intended

The full range will depend on the offer (click & collect or full delivery service
where the pizza may be in transit for longer) but for both options, pizza
boxes are an essential disposable for ensuring the pizza arrives at the end
destination in ideal condition.
Available in various sizes, the sturdy cardboard boxes are strong, easy to
assemble and designed to reduce heat flow to keep the product hotter
for longer.
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It’s also worth considering
investing in quality thermal
delivery bags or boxes to optimise
the hold time of your pizzas.
With a high density interior that
helps keep food hot, delivery bags
are designed to be breathable to
prevent moisture from building
up and damaging food and can
be easily wiped clean after use.

We can provide a range of branded
disposables and supporting POS
along with your pizzas, or if
you prefer unbranded options
these can be purchased from the
majority of online wholesalers
including those shown below.

OFF THE SHELF SOLUTIONS
www.nisbets.co.uk
www.allianceonline.co.uk
BRANDED SOLUTIONS
www.bidfood.co.uk
www.brake.co.uk
BESPOKE SOLUTIONS
www.huhtamaki.com
www.rapuk.com
www.thecustomboxes.co.uk
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STEP 3A
TAKEAWAY & DELIVERY
5 TIPS TO SET UP FOR SUCCESS
Offering delivery is an ideal way for businesses to stay open in the current
climate. Relaxed planning rules now allow pubs and restaurants to act as
takeaways or to deliver food, but there are a few points to consider before
firing up that oven.

1. CHECK YOUR LICENSE PERMISSIONS
At present planning rules have been relaxed but there’s been no change to licensing
permissions. Some restrict takeaway or home deliveries completely, while others may
include restrictions around selling alcohol or providing ‘late-night’ hot food after 11pm.
Check the license permissions for your premises, along with any lease restrictions to ensure
you’re good to go.
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2. CONSIDER YOUR MENU
Want to offer some of your original menu along with pizzas? Not all dishes are designed to
travel so it’s worth simplifying the choices on offer.
Consider the ease and speed to prepare, ingredients needed, profitability and suitability for
delivery to ensure you’re offering the right menu for your customers.

3. REVIEW YOUR KITCHEN SET-UP
Customers expect their meal within 30 minutes of ordering and the times your customers used
to eat-in are likely to be the same as the times they’ll order delivery.
Planning how orders are tracked and managed, how the kitchen is set up to comply with
the social distancing guidelines and where the area will be for packing and passing to the
customer or delivery driver will help with efficient operations during peak times. It’s also worth
considering which of your sites are most suitable to remain open – thinking about the local
population and available kitchen space.

4. PROTECT YOUR STAFF AND CUSTOMERS
As when ordering in the restaurant, an allergen prompt should be included for customers when
ordering for delivery. Teams should be provided with gloves and hand sanitisers as well as
adhering to the 2m distancing rules, and the amount of people in the kitchen should be limited.
Delivery drivers should leave the food outside the customer’s door and step back while
waiting for the customer to answer, and cashless payments should be set up to avoid passing
cash and change.

5. SPREAD THE WORD
It’s important to stay connected to your customers during these times and make them aware
if you’re offering takeaway or delivery. Tell existing or potential customers about your available
services via email and social media and update google with your latest opening times and
delivery information. Promotions are also worth trialling now to boost sales on slower days and
spread peak ordering times.
For further advice on food takeaways and home deliveries visit
www.publicsectorcatering.co.uk/news/
guidance-launched-safe-handling-food-takeaways-home-deliveries
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STEP 3B
DECIDING HOW TO DELIVER
When it comes to delivery, it can be difficult to decide whether to deliver the food
yourself or go via a third party.

WORKING WITH A THIRD PARTY
PROS:

CONS:

 apping into another company’s
T
experience and resources

High set up fees and commissions

The opportunity to reach more people
More time to focus on the food itself
 ready-made infrastructure
A
(couriers, delivery tracking,
secure payment methods)

 ack of control over the
L
delivery experience
 ess communication with
L
the end customer

DELIVERING YOURSELF:
PROS:
 omplete control over the
C
delivery experience
 emoves any third-party
R
communication barriers
 he ability to receive first-hand
T
customer feedback
Less longer-term investment

CONS:
 elf-funded resources (delivery
S
vehicles, insurance, payment
system, delivery tracking)
 omplete accountability if there
C
are any delivery issues
 ess visibility and potential customers
L
(leading to higher marketing costs)
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COMPARISON DELIVERY COSTS
Costs for your
business

Average
set up
time

Additional
costs

Charge
to your
customers

What they say

Deliveroo

Approx
20-30%
commission

7 days

Admin +
set up fee
(c£350)

£1-£5

24 hour support tablet.
Flexible payment plan.
Use Deliveroo drivers or
your own. Discounted
packaging offers. Create
loyal customers with
Restaurant Hub.

JustEat

Approx
14% (+VAT)
commission
and admin
charge

5 days

Admin +
set up fee
(c£295)

£0-£4

Orderpad tablet and
printer for managing
orders. Up to £1000 off
electric delivery bikes and
scooters. Average saving
of £1,150 on energy bills.

Uber Eats

Approx 30%
commission

5 days

Admin +
activation
fee (c£350)

£3.50

Activation fee sets
up restaurants with
welcome kit, tablet,
restaurant software and
professional photoshoot.
We can connect you with
independent drivers,
bike and scooter rider.

Delivering Cost of labour,
yourself
transport
and fuel

1-2 days

Set by you

Due to recent events, many companies are reducing their fees or providing
additional support, including Access Hospitality who are offering a free-to-set-up
delivery or click and collect ordering service for restaurants (providing a website
with order and pay capabilities).
Some of the bigger third-party delivery companies are also choosing to temporarily
reduce commissions and drop activation or sign on fees so exploring the best offers
before deciding to go ahead is recommended.
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